
 
 

 

January 2, 2018 

Investor Update 

 

Happy New Year!  2017 ended with a yawn similar to the entire year as we just completed the 

least volatile year across many assets.  The interesting thing about December was that we saw 

just about everything slowly grind higher as tax cuts came to fruition and any whiff of a 

government shutdown was kicked a few weeks down the road.  There will be numerous 

predictions for 2018 coming your way and while some forecasts will be right there will be many 

others that will be horribly wrong.  While the overall market was higher as anticipated, the 

largest consensus opinions at this time last year was for bonds to get crushed, the dollar to be 

strong, and international stocks to do poorly.  In reality bonds did ok, the dollar was the weakest 

in years, and international stocks outpaced US stocks.   

 

Let’s first take a look at how low volatility was this year and how big of a statistical outlier this 

really was.  There is a good chance that we will never see another year with this low volatility 

again.  This chart shows how every month was in the green for 2017and as you can see there was 

no other instance like this in the last 30 years.  In fact, it is fairly clear to see that most years had 

multiple down months.   

 

     
 



Additionally if you look at the low volatility in the context of a flattening of the yield curve it 

makes it even more puzzling why there was so little volatility because the yield curve became the 

flattest since 2007.  While a flattening yield curve is not necessarily a bad thing, the curve tends 

to flatten late in a business and economic cycle.   

 

 
Who will benefit the most now that tax cuts are reality and where are the opportunities to make 

money?  We would not expect the consumer to be the biggest beneficiary because the below 

chart shows a larger headwind for the consumer even if the tax cuts help people to spend.  In 

fact, previously the savings rate was much better at predicting consumer spending than consumer 

confidence (confidence would have been boosted higher in anticipation of tax cuts last year.)  

 
 



Commodities and commodity stocks would present a great opportunity in our view.  The 

following chart shows that commodities have not been this cheap since the 1970’s.  There has 

been talk of the “everything” bubble and while stocks, bonds, and cryptocurrency range from 

expensive to manic euphoria we would argue that it can’t be an “everything” bubble if 

commodities are not included.   

 

 
 

As we move forward we believe that volatility will have to come back into the market this year 

but overall there will still be some modest gains.  There is a lot of positive sentiment that is 

priced into the market.  This is usually a dangerous time because it takes a lot more good news to 

continue to drive things further.  While this may last for some time longer we expect a lot more 

bumps in the road for 2018.  This should allow for more active management and rotation 

amongst different asset classes.  We are maintaining some cash positions to take advantage of 

this and also looking for individual opportunities to invest such as commodity related companies.   

 

If you have any questions about our current portfolio positioning please contact me at 908-376-

3041. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Mark R. Painter, CFA 


